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TWO TIMOTHY TWO  (New Living Translation):              
"...command them in God’s presence to stop fighting over words. Such arguments are useless, 
& they can ruin those who hear them. 15 Work hard so you can present yourself to God and 
receive His approval. Be a good worker, one who does not need to be ashamed and who 
correctly explains the word of truth.   16 Avoid worthless, foolish talk that only leads to 
more godless behavior. 17 This kind of talk spreads like cancer, as in the case of __ & __.  18 
They have left the path of truth, claiming that the resurrection of the dead has already 
occurred; in this way, they have turned some people away from the faith. 19 But God’s truth 
stands firm like a foundation stone with this inscription: 'The LORD knows those who 
are His,'& 'All who belong to the LORD must turn away from evil'.” 

CHORUS               after each verse
"NO TRUTH"  They say....   Is that TRUE?  
If it IS.... then THERE  IS  Truth!
If it's NOT true,  how silly  to get stuck in circular Reason  FOOLishly!

VERSE  1
Where's the LOGIC  to say "Truth for some is NOT the same  as

truth for others."   That's non-sense!
Truth is not water that flows.  Truth is solid,  Reliable Stone.
2 Timothy 2 gives us HOPE: God's Truth stands FIRM,  a Foundation STONE.
Foolish .... Talk that people call "truth"  spreads like cancer in your SOUL and Kills.

VERSE  2
Where's the LOGIC  to say "Over Time, some Truth can change."

"It's not permanent."   That's non-sense!
Truth is not fine sand that blows. Truth is solid,  God's foundation Stone.
2 Timothy 2 gives us JOY: God rewards all who reject Evil.
Worthless... excuses for God-less sins  rot  like cancer in your SOUL and Kills.

VERSE  3
Where's the LOGIC  to say "It's NOT Truth  if   I win  arguments."  [against it]  

"What  I  believe is Truth."     That's non-sense!
Truth is not whate'er we think.  TRUTH is NOT Philosophy OR opinions.
2 Timothy 2 gives us PEACE: IF WE SEEK God's  TRUTH,  God says we are    HIS.
Lies about God that people call wise  will result in DEATH for causing others to die.

Song Story.   Song concept came from title being opening sentence in radio sermon a year before.
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